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TELECON
Remember the days when if someone 

ripped off the money from a telephone 
box,it was free calls for all.Now the 
bastards at British Telecom have 
changed all that.

The problem is that those who were 
nicking haven’t wised up to the fact. 
If you need to make an urgent call 
you have to walk about two miles to 
find a phone that works.B.rp aren' t 
interested they’d rather we all had 
phonecards then they could sack a 
few workers.On top of that many 
working class people won’t be able 
to afford the cards.So next time 
your off to fill your pockets with 
10ps,hop off to the rich areas, 
don’t leave your own without phones 
for months on end.
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There have been 540 reported cases 
of Dysentry in Bristol over the last 
few months.Most of these have been 
in working class areas,such as Knowle. 
This rise is not an isolated incident 
but part of a countrywide increase.
In Bristol,council officals tell us 

that the only way to avoid it is to 
improve our personal hygiene.As 
anyone with an ounce of common sense 
and without their class interest will 
tell you,the cause of Dysentry is the 
fouling of fresh water supplies.In 
Bristol this has been caused by the 
collapse of the sewers,which no doubt 
to save money were laid next to the 
fresh water supplies.

We have been lied to about this 
disease which can kill.Middle class 
bureaucrats don’t trust us with the 
truth.They try to make decent working 
class families feel they’re dirty and 
it’s all their fault their children 
have dysentry.We are too scared to 
tell our neighbours so again our 
communities are divided.
It’s no surprise rich areas like 

Snade Park and Clifton haven’t been
hit.Corners weren’t cut when the pipes 
were laid and since then repair work 
has been done.The state created by 
the rich serves the rich.

We will not feel guilty.'Ve will not 
hide the fact our lives are being 
ruined by local government,central 
government and the state.We must 
direct our class anger against the 
liars and those they serve,the ruling 
class
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The Purnells' print workers struggle 
on.The sacked workers,according to 
Robert Maxwell,"dismissed themselves" 
by not lying down and agreeing to 185 
redundancies,no pay rises for 1986, 
increased hours,reduced holiday pay 
and other "non-negotiable" demands.

They have maintained a daily picket 
at the Paulton works outside Bristol. 
While this sustained pressure has had 
limited success in turning away a few 
lorries it has not won back those jobs 
The Bristol Graphical Society,part of 
the NGA., continues to deter others from 
joining the picket outside the factory 
Like the SOGAT leadership nationally 
and locally who have hampered effectiv 
picketing,they appear scared of losing 
control of workers,who recognize the 
need for more direct action to win the 
strike.
Support the Purnells’ print workers 

and visit the pickets.
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The Labour Party has traditionally been) 
held up as •the party for the working 
class*;the party that supposedly serves 
ms.What a joke.ANYBODY who steps into 
the House of Commons serves only the 
ruling class,and is an enemy of the 
working class.Christ,i thought the old 
lot were bad:well-educated,and very 
wealthy vermin like Healey, Wils on,
Callaghan were so obviously ruling
class parasites that a disgusting,new 
breed are being brought in, for us to 
vote for.Local wankers like Pam Tatlow 
and Dawn Primarorola are typical of 
this:snobby—voiced,spoilt middle class 
brats^desperately trying to sound 
proletarian. Like lice,they have infested 
traditional working class areas like 
windmill hill,totterdown and southville 
to gain some sort of credibility.With 
rips in their knees and 'right-on* 
stickers on their 2CV’s,they think wefre 
stupid enough to think there on our side. 
WISE UP TOSSERS.More and more people are 
realising what a pile of shit the Labour 
Party island the rest of the bourgeouis 
left,for that matter;.But the answer 
does’nt lie in equally verminous bags of 
scum like the SDP/Liberals/Tories,or in 
religious loonies or in the *just dont 
vote',drop-out,cop-out cesspool. 
The only answer to capitalism,the state, 
the class system:the whole bloody thing 
is a WORLD-WIDE WORKING CLASS REVOLUTION, 
without politicians and bureacrats,with * 
each one of us playing a part in it,not 
just some jumped up toerag,straight 
of university.



DON'T MUG
YOUR OWN 

MUG THE RICH
While the rich are in power, therea 

not a great chance of us getting our 
hands on much of the wealth that work
ing class men and women create, until 
we organise and fight to get rid of 
the parasites. In the meantime there 
are ways of redistributing it amongst 
ourselves.

In the rich scum areas of Clifton 
and Westbury, they are easily found 
in and out of their rolls, jags and 
mercedes and to and fro their all- 
night cocktail parties. It’s sickening 
to see them strutting around in their 
dinner jackets and fur coats, parading 
their wealth in front of us who can’t 
afford to eat out every evening in 
expensive restaurants or drink in 
wine-bars. These shits must rub their 
hands when working class people beat 
up and mug others for a fiver in our 
local areas, when we are robbed of 
a decent living by their mere existance. 

It’s time to stop this mugging where 
we live and make our way to Clifton 
and the rest. The money can only come

They may be Hippy dropouts but 
at least they know how toxbring 
up their kids.

A young boy armed with a handful of mud singling out 
Mr Robert Boscawen, Conservative M P for Somerset 
and Frome, as his target before the hippy convoy pulled 

out of the farm.

SILENTNIGHT

1 MAY DAY '86
Saturday,May 3rd - a miserable lit
tle march assembles on college green 
and sets off to dribble thruogh broad 
mead past the Saturday shoppers who 
haven’t a fucking clue what’s going
on. Anyone who saw it could easily be 
forgiven for thinking it was a death 
march after the unfortunate death of 
Mr. .Kinnock.But Kinnock sadly, was 
not dead and the march was supposed 
to commemorate MAY DAY-the day for 
solidarity between workers worldwide 
in their struggle in the CLASS WAR. 
It was quite obvious from the faces 
of the slimey little union officials 
that this day has absolutely fuck - 
all to do with them.
There was one gleam of hope on this 
hypocritical occasion; a merry band 
of Anarchists- 30 strong, who had 
come to reclaim the day.
The flags were held high and the 
faces of the organisers-the people’s 
leaders, grew red.
No wonder the profiteering Union 
officials don’t exactly advertise 
the history of MAY DAY.
The plan to "reclaim MAY DAY" from 
the lefty parasites had gone well- 
only the start of taking back what’s

one way.

SATURDAY
NIGHT FIGHTING

The Silentnight strike began in June 85,at a 
time when public eyes were on the plight of 
the miners.lt is still going on,entering its 
1st anniversary this month.The Silent night 
company manufactures beds and bedding and 
is one of many companies owned by ’’rich 
scumbag",Tom Clarke and family. This blood
sucking money grabber sacked 300 workers, 
six weeks into the strike for refusing to

The weeks frustration at being onthe 
dole,or in some poxy,low-paid,boring 
job,is usually taken out on other 
working class people in some drunken 
brawl down the city centre.Apart from 
being a total waste of time,this is 
crap 'cos the cops can pretend to be 
'the good guys*and break it up,thus 
reinforcing the media bullshit that trie 
cops ar’nt mercenaries of the state,but 
there "to protect us from nasty criminals. 

THINGS ARE CHANGING.
With the recent closure of certain city
centre clubs and pubs,and warnings to 
others to stop serving after hours the 
po—lice made the feeble excuse that they 
were worried about innocent passer-bys 
being attacked by drunken mobs.Bollox. 
What the filth are really worried about 
is the amount of violence increasingly 
directed against them.A burning hatred 
of bully-boy police tactics on the week
ends is the one thing that unites every 
one out on the streets,be they black, \ 
white;man,wornan-or whatever.Every week 
end there•s some new attack on some cop 
or another.Brilliant.As the cops get 
stretched because of the convoy,its our 
chance to increase the level of violence 
in the centre and spread it further,until 
these lackeys of the bosses are ridden of 
once and for all.

abandon their rights.
The strike occured because piecework rates 

had been imposed without any negotiations or 
agreements.Six months had previously been 
spent asking the company to pay the nationally 
agreed pay rise for the bedding industry,Then 
shitbag Tom Clarke announced 52 redundancies 
anyway,claiming company poverty after having 
made a nice packet of £640,000 in •dividends 
from his holding.company.After a vote to . 
strike the company agreed to a rise but not on 
piecework earnings which affected the majority 
of Silentnight workers.They have refused to 
accept this "conjuring trick" and have been on 
strike to this day— and the fight goes on 
with a campaign already launched,against the 
sale of Silentnight beds throughout the country.

Tljere are several things we can do to 
support the strikers in their fight for human 
rights in Tom Clarke’s slave camps and 
prevent him from treating people like shit;
1. First and foremost,don*t buy any product 
made by Silent night or any of TC’s companies.
2. Leaflet outside local shops and stores where 

Silentnight beds are on sale,in particular, 
the Co-op.and Queensway who are the major 
stockers and who voted against the strikers.

Others include; Debenhams,Carmichaels,Howes,
House of Fraser shops,Bensons,Owen &0wenB 
plus most large furniture stores. I

3.Invite a speaker from the strike to any j
meetings or workplaces you are in-a good .

way of getting others involved.Contact: I
22,Garrick St NELSON Lancs. BB9 8JA 

or Tel.0282-603055/81^556/843649
4.If your *e feeling ambitious the picket lines 

are at Sutton between Keighly and Skipton
and at Barnoldswick between Burnley and 
Skipton.

4,Financial donations are also needed to
prevent the strikers from being starved back | 
into slavery.Donations can be sent tos !
FTAT Cravendale 92 Branch Strike Fund
TREASURER is Mrs Ann King,10 Rainhall

ours............. .. .............................. .................................

KILL THE NAZIS
As most of us are aware,by now,the NF and 
other fascist/patriot/nazi groups are 
rearing their ugly hea^s again.Nationally 
thia has taken the (public) form of 
rallies,demos and marches; and away from 
the public eye:with petrol bombings, 
razor attacks,beatings etc.In Bristol we
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ALL from the NF. . 
important than this .however, is 
them in the battle of the 
lot of the working class youth

have seen increased fascist graffitti 
and stickers.To combat this we must win 
the battle of ideas.lt only takes a 
leaflet to convince the vast majority of 
working class people that they stand to 
gain FUCK
Even more
to defeat
streets.A
who support the NF,especially the less 
intelligent ’skinhead’section of it.do so 
’ooa the NF are seen as the ’hardest 
working class political bunch’ on the 
streets,and that the anti—nazis are all 
’middle-class wankers' from cliftan.This 
is why the demos,rallies and marches—in 
fact XLX street action—is so important 
for the fascists.The way to defeat them, 
then,is not paper selling five miles away 
or having a public meeting the night 
before( though they may be a good supple
ment )BUT OUT ON THE STREETS,READY TO 
HURT,NAIM AND ]
appears there must be people ready to 
inflict class violence upon them. And we 
should'nt wait to be attacked either. 
Anyone caught doing graffitti,putting up 
posters,stickers etc is already commit
ting acts of violence against us.The only 
answer to this,is a fucking good beating. 
FASCIST SCUM BEWARE-WE IE AFTER YOU.

i-J’

Cresent, Barnoldswick,Colne,Lancs••

miners.lt
ideas.lt
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If you want to get m touch 
with us about anything on this 
Broadsheet or you want to know 
about CLASS W/XR, then write to 
us at,

F-* «.

Box CW,
Full Marks Bookshop,
37, Stokes Croft, 
BRISTOL.
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We are now 2 groups so please 
put “North” or ’’South” on the 
above address if you want to 
contact a particular group.

Since May Day 1986 we’ve seen the 
strikes at Wapping and Silentnight 
fall,victims of the British trade 
unions unwillingness to support 
the struggles of workers,The 
workers at British Telecom nave seen 
how union leaders always mislead 
and sell out their members*The 
strikers at Purnells in Paulton

IX

In Britain the strikers 
in Nottingham and Ardbride 

dispite 
the UnionseThe strikers at Hangers 
continue their nine month fight*The 
bosses and the T*U*C will never defeat 
our class*.SOLIDARITY FOREVER

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT SOLIDARITY 
ACTION WRITE TO:

‘‘‘Trader Sacked. Workers-
Dispute’’ 

c/o 144 Stonehill Road,
Derby.

Donations ?! so welcome.
Arbride Strikers?
Send donations and letters of 
support to: ANNA DKUGGEN, 28d 
MONTGOMERY ST., AKDROSSAN,
KA22 8EQ, SCOTLAND.

%

felt the cffe
and its unw.il Ixngness
bosses*
It is becoming more and more
important that workers form their own 
rank ana file fighting organisation 
to face the bosses increased attacks* 
Since May Day 1986 the workers ol* 

FrancetSpainfYugoslavia ana countries 
around the globe have shown we can 
fight back*

unxon mismanagement 
to fight the

Mayday is traditionally Workers 
Day all over the world
high time we reclaimed
the 'community clowns' 
building parasites of 
Party. This is our 
celebrate ..it our way.
You will be able to

the day by our flags and banners 
Look for the Red and Black flags 
and the anti-rich and rank & file 
workers banners.
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